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High High QQ22: : 
MultiMulti--gluon exchangegluon exchange
Described by pQCDDescribed by pQCD
Probes gluon GPDs Probes gluon GPDs 
(“color dipole moment”)

Low Low QQ22, high , high WW::
Pomeron exchangePomeron exchange
Described by Regge Described by Regge 
modelsmodels

(“color dipole moment”)
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Study the transition



Formation Time EffectFormation Time Effect

Confirms diffractive mechanism Confirms diffractive mechanism 
at low at low QQ22

Only recently seen in Only recently seen in φ  φ  --
production; not yet studied in production; not yet studied in 
nucleinuclei

CLAS: arXiv:0803.3537v3



Total CrossTotal Cross--Sections (I)Sections (I)

IntermediateIntermediate--QQ22 data data 
have limited statisticshave limited statistics
2001 CLAS data 2001 CLAS data QQ22––
dependence too flatdependence too flat

CLAS Santoro, W = 2.5 GeV
HERMES, unpublished, W = 5 GeV

CLAS: PRC 64 059901(E) (2001)



Total CrossTotal Cross--Sections (II)Sections (II)

High High WW: Two: Two--gluon gluon 
exchangeexchange
Low Low WW: Quark : Quark 
exchange exchange 
(suppressed for (suppressed for φφ))

CLAS: PRC 64 059901(E) (2001)



Connection to GPDsConnection to GPDs

For φ:  Hg, Eg(x,ξ,t)

At which At which QQ22 does this picture become valid?does this picture become valid?
Can GPDCan GPD--based calculations describe data?based calculations describe data?
Comparison with Comparison with ρρ and and ωω data separates “quark” GPDsdata separates “quark” GPDs
Complementary to DVCS, singles out Complementary to DVCS, singles out HH and and EE



Angular DistributionsAngular Distributions

Study helicity structure of Study helicity structure of γ*N interactioninteraction
K K //ρρ––decays are selfdecays are self--analyzinganalyzing
Extract SpinExtract Spin--Density Matrix Elements (SDME)Density Matrix Elements (SDME)
–– LL--toto--T crossT cross--section ratiossection ratios
–– Helicity amplitudesHelicity amplitudes
–– Allow detailed comparison to GPDAllow detailed comparison to GPD--based calculationsbased calculations
–– Measured at HERMES, COMPASS, ZEUS, H1, …Measured at HERMES, COMPASS, ZEUS, H1, …



SDMEs from HERMESSDMEs from HERMES

φφ statistics can be statistics can be 
improvedimproved
Only 1996Only 1996--2002 2002 
data, maybe more data, maybe more 
to come

A. Borissov: CLAS12 European workshop, Feb 2009, Genoa, Italy

to come



Possible SBS ConfigurationPossible SBS Configuration

or lH2

High luminosityHigh luminosity

Acceptance for Acceptance for KK± ± --pairs to be studiedpairs to be studied



SummarySummary

AA((e,ee,e00φφ)) covers much interesting physics; important covers much interesting physics; important 
connections to GPDsconnections to GPDs
SBS offers very high luminosity, likely to improve SBS offers very high luminosity, likely to improve 
available statistics and kinematic coverage at low available statistics and kinematic coverage at low QQ22

Should investigate further:Should investigate further:
–– Monte Carlo of acceptance, FOM, kinematic coverageMonte Carlo of acceptance, FOM, kinematic coverage
–– Develop physics caseDevelop physics case
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